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Find each word in the story. Look at how it is used and write the letter of the best definition.

1. bereft a. deprived b. stretched tightly c. nervous

2. imminent a. wise b. looming c. silent

3. acclimated a. evaporated b. mounted c. adjusted

4. audacious a. bold b. roomy c. noisy

5. taciturn a. not talkative b. in exchange c. defensive

6. capitulated a. overturned b. acted as chief c. relented; gave in

7. reconnaissance a. awakening b. inspection; exploration c. gathering of forces

8. malignant a. malicious b. sick c. random

9. mettle a. anger b. inner strength c. interference

10. pennon a. banner b. punishment c. enclosure

11. paroxysm a. contrast b. spasm c. unconsciousness

12. epilogue a. listing b. gravestone verse c. ending comment

Read “Top Man” (pp. 383-394). Write the author’s name.

13.

Write the letter of the best answer.

14. Osborn and Nace differed most in

a. technique. b. personality. c. goals. d. stamina.

15. Nace’s ax was special because
a. it was a gift from his friend who had died on the mountain.
b. Nace had engraved his friend’s name at the top.
c. it had been to the top of Mount Everest.
d. Nace had taken it with him on all his previous expeditions.

16. The narrator of the story had the most admiration for

a. Osborn. b. Nace. c. Sayre Randolph. d. the porters.
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17. Nace preferred the longer route up the mountain (p. 388) for all these reasons except
a. his friend had died taking the shorter route.
b. too much energy would be consumed by taking the shorter route.
c. no one had yet reached the summit, so he wanted to take every precaution possible.
d. Osborn didn’t want the longer one, so Nace did.

18. The blame for the friction between Osborn and Nace lay
a. mostly on Osborn. c. equally on both.
b. mostly on Nace. d. on the rivalry between England and the USA.

19. All of the following were hindrances to the climbers except

a. thin air. b. extreme cold. c. fresh snow. d. periodic thaws.

20. The greatest contributions Osborn and Nace made to the party were
a. unmatched skill and familiarity with the mountain.
b. spirited energy and cautious wisdom.
c. impulsiveness and quietness.
d. leadership ability and determination.

21. The reason for the contrast between the grandeur of the summit in the opening
paragraphs of the story and its bleakness, “like the last outpost of a spent and lifeless planet,”
near the end of the story was
a. they were closer and could see it better.
b. the struggle to get up had made them view it in a little different light.
c. recent snows had changed its appearance.
d. the friction between Nace and Osborn had ruined the trip.

22. Nace set out after Osborn because he
a. now thought the snow was safe.
b. did not want Osborn getting ahead of him.
c. knew it was not safe for Osborn to be out alone.
d. wanted to catch Osborn and keep him from going to the lower camp.

23. What happened then I can describe only as a single, stupendous crash of music.

The crash of music was
a. the sound of an avalanche. c. the sound of a stream.
b. the cries of the group. d. a figure of speech to express his feelings.

24. For all its twenty-eight thousand feet of lofty grandeur, it seemed, somehow, less to tower
than to crouch—a white-hooded giant, secret and remote, but living. Living and on guard.

The mountain appeared
a. smaller than they expected. c. less beautiful than they expected.
b. like a monster rather than easy game. d. less impressive than they had been told.
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25. “Once we go down, we’re licked. You know it.”
Nace shrugged. “Better to be licked than . . .”

The men’s conversation revealed that
a. Osborn felt they were going to die either way.
b. if they went down, they would never launch another expedition.
c. this would be their last try on this expedition, but Nace still felt they should go down.
d. Nace would rather keep going and lose their lives than be disappointed again.

26. “Did you get there?” I asked. He shook his head slowly. “I couldn’t make it,” he answered.
“I didn’t have what it takes.”

Osborn answered this way because
a. he did not realize he had reached the top.
b. he was too tired and never reached the top.
c. he did not have enough equipment to reach the top.
d. in view of Nace’s sacrifice, he did not feel right to claim the glory for reaching the top.

27. They were sporting men. On their return to civilization they told their story, and the name
of the conqueror of K3 was made known to the world.

The last paragraph means that
a. these men claimed someone else’s glory.
b. these men told the world that Osborn had reached the top first.
c. Nace had actually fallen from the top.
d. the English-Swiss expedition was actually the first to reach the top.

LOOKING BACK . . .

Write true or false.

28. The Titanic had sailed to New York twice before she sank.

29. There was a near-collision as the Titanic sailed from Southampton.

30. CQD was used as a distress signal before SOS came into usage.

31. Warnings from the Californian were unable to reach the Titanic.

32. Many passengers and crew aboard the Titanic believed it was unsinkable.

33. In “RMS Titanic,” words from a hymn foreshadow coming disaster.

Lesson 12
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There is a difference between diversity and disunity.

“If there is going to be a successful venture, there can be no self-seeking.”

Answer these questions.

1. Why can a diverse group of people, such as the Kalpurtha expedition had, be an advantage?

2. Osborn should have been the one to give in to Nace when there were disagreements. Why?

3. It is during ordeals like this that the surface trappings of a man are shed and his secret mettle laid
bare. Describe what happened when Nace saved his little group from falling off a cliff (p. 390).

4. From that near tragedy, the narrator says he learned from Nace what it means to be a great
mountaineer. What character traits did Nace demonstrate?

5. Nace’s true greatness comes out at the end of the story. Why did Nace forbid Osborn to go to the
top?

6. Of what did Osborn accuse Nace as his reason for not letting him go?

7. In your own words, how did Nace answer him? Notice that Nace did not respond to Osborn’s
accusations by defending himself.

8. Success can be measured in more than one way. From the perspective of a mountain climber,
who became “top man”?

9. From the perspective of character, who was the “top man”?

10. In real life you rarely find that one person is completely right and the other completely wrong.
What good things can be said (especially at the end of the story) about Osborn’s character?

“Top Man”

Lesson 13
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11. His [Nace’s] spirit did not flap from his sleeve like a pennon; it was deep inside him, patient,
indomitable. Some people wear their feelings on their sleeve like Osborn; others are much
harder to read, like Nace. Both personalities have their advantages and disadvantages.

a. How can freely expressing yourself be an advantage?

b. How can holding your thoughts inside be an advantage?

Don’t Give it All Away

In the first two paragraphs of the story, the author tells about “it,” but does not tell us what
“it” is. This technique makes the reader curious and compels him to read on.

Do these exercises.

12. In Paragraph 3, what document does he quote that finally tells us what they are seeing?

13. Ullman also forces us to make our own conclusions about the end of the story. Why is his ending
better than if he had directly said, Osborn actually did make it to the top of the mountain?

LOOKING BACK . . .

Write Osborn or Nace.

14. saved the lives of several climbers with quick thinking.

15. had previous experience climbing Kalpurtha.

16. preferred the longer route up the mountain.

17. added cautious wisdom to the expedition.

18. added youthful energy to the expedition.

19. chafed at counsel he didn’t want to heed.

20. planted an ax on K3’s summit.

21. was truly the “top man.”
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Match the words and definitions.

22. mettle o. adjusted or adapted to new circumstances

23. taciturn p. evil; tending to produce death or decline

24. audacious q. struggling, twisting, and turning

25. ascertained r. that cannot be avoided; certain

26. imminent s. vigor or spirit; inner strength

27. inevitable t . by nature not inclined to talk

28. acclimated u. recklessly bold and daring

29. remonstrated v. agreed with or supported

30. writhing w. a fit, spasm, or attack

31. malignant x. figured out for sure

32. paroxysm y. about to happen

33. corroborated z. protested

Answer this question.

34. Who wrote “Top Man”?

Choose one of these creative writing projects.

• Write a “story in a story.” Tell about a time that someone (your grandparents, teachers,
pastor, or neighbor) told you a story that taught you a lesson, made you grateful for your own
life, or inspired you in some way. Most people can think of at least one avid storyteller in their
lives. Be sure to describe the storyteller as well. Include details—the way he clears his throat, the
shape of her glasses, the way he paced back and forth with hands gesturing.

• Write an account of a tragedy or natural disaster. It could be something known nationally
such as the Chicago Fire, the Jamestown Flood, the destruction of the World Trade Center
towers, or Hurricane Katrina. It could also be a local or personal tragedy: a car accident that
claimed the life of someone you knew well, a barn fire, or the destruction of a tornado. Use
foreshadowing to hint to your reader that something is about to go wrong. Do not say too much;
merely hint. Often an ironic statement is the best foreshadowing. For example, someone insisting
that he has enough gas to make it to the next town hints that he will run out of gas. Authors
often describe the beauty and peace of the morning to foreshadow the terrible contrast about to
take place.

Creative Writing

Lesson 14


